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Ultrafast laser pulses can redistribute charges in Mott insulators on extremely short time
scales, leading to the fast generation of photocarriers. It has recently been demonstrated

that these photocarriers can form a novel η-paired condensate at low temperatures,
featuring a staggered superconducting pairing field. In this conference paper, we discuss

the origin of the η-paired hidden phase and its optical response, which may be detected in
a pump-probe experiment. The hidden phase may be relevant for possible light-induced

superconductivity in Mott insulators.
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1. Introduction

The advancement of ultrafast laser techniques allows to access highly excited states

in solid state systems and holds the promise of revealing novel states of matter

in nonequilibrium regimes. In this field, tantalizing findings, including the ultra-

fast manipulation of long-range orders and the observations of hidden phases in

complex transition metal oxides and chalcogenides, have been the subject of in-

tense research.1–4 Recently, the possibility of light-induced superconductivity has

attracted considerable interest from both experimental and theoretical groups.5–15

It has been shown that, under a strong laser pulse, the generation of photocarriers
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in a Mott insulator can be accompanied by a strong enhancement of its reflec-

tivity, suggesting the apparent formation of a nonthermal superconducting phase.

Multiple theoretical proposals have suggested a variety of scenarios in which the

superconductivity can be enhanced through external driving. However, these sce-

narios often apply to relatively special models, and it is still under debate whether

they actually explain the origin of the superconducting-like behaviors observed in

experiments.

Among the various scenarios, an interesting possibility is that the observed phe-

nomenology is related to a certain class of excited states of the fermionic Hubbard

model, the η-paired states, which are eigenstates of the η-pseudospin.16 Intuitively,

the η-pseudospin describes the charge degrees of freedom of the repulsive Hubbard

model, in analogy to the spin angularmomentum S describing the spin degrees of

freedom. External driving can excite the charge sector and populate these η-paired

states, enhancing the phase stiffness of the system. This has already been confirmed

by exact diagonalization in small systems.17 In large systems, these coherent ex-

cited states can be vulnerable to dissipation and thermalization, unless they are

protected by symmetry under special circumstances.18

In this conference paper, we will discuss the general optical properties of a

photodoped single-band Mott insulator. We will first discuss the formation of a

hidden η-paired phase. This is due to a general pairing mechanism between the

photoinduced charge carriers. We then demonstrate that the η-paired phase con-

sistently exhibits a superconducting optical response.

2. The Formation of Cold Photodoped States

Under resonant photoexcitation, a Mott insulator can be turned into a metal

through the generation of charge excitations. We exemplarily consider a single-band

fermionic Hubbard model,

H = −t
∑
〈ij〉σ

eiφijd†iσdjσ + U
∑
i

ni↑ni↓ , (1)

where φij(t) =
∫Rj

Ri
dr·A(r, t) denotes the Peierls phase. For vector potential A = 0

and half-filling n = 1, the equilibrium ground state is insulating and exhibits two

Hubbard bands in the local density of states. The chemical potential lies inside

the Mott gap, which is proportional to the interaction parameter U . A light pulse

corresponds to an oscillating vector potential A(t), which can be treated as uniform

in space for optical frequencies, where the associated magnetic field is negligible.

A resonant pulse couples the two Hubbard bands and transfers electrons from the

lower band to the upper band. In real space, this corresponds to incoherent creation

of doubly occupied sites |↑↓〉 (doublons) and empty sites |0〉 (holons). This process

is termed photodoping and the charge excitations act as charge carriers in the

resulting metallic photodoped state. Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the

process.
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Creation of photocarriers through photoexcitation.

In experiments, the creation of photodoped states can be very fast (just a few

femtoseconds), corresponding to the time scales of the electric pulse and the elec-

tronic dynamics in the system. This state generally decays back to a thermal state

through recombination of the charge excitations, but the time scale of this recom-

bination can easily be thousands of hopping times, as confirmed both in solids and

in cold atom systems.19–21 This can be picoseconds in solids and even much longer

in cold atom systems. In other words, since the recombination of a doublon and a

holon is associated with the dissipation of a large amount of energy U , it requires

multiple scattering events, leading to a lifetime which scales exponentially with U .

This hierarchy of time-scales leads to a prethermal time regime, in which the charge

excitations are present but have partially thermalized within the upper and lower

Hubbard bands.22–26 This metastable state appears to be distinct from any thermal

states, due to the presence of both excess doublons and holons. Furthermore, the

large energy injected by the external driving can be “hidden”in the potential energy

U of doublons and holons, and the kinetic energy of these charge excitations can

be small and can be further reduced due to dissipation into environments23,26 or

by an evaporative cooling protocol.27 This can in principle lead to a low effective

temperature of the photodoped state.

It is worth noting that, due to strong intraband thermalization effects, this

photodoped state should show universal physical properties independent of the

nonequilibrium protocol used to create the state.22 To describe this state, we can

start with Eq. (1) and project out the charge recombination processes.28–30 This

results in an effective hamiltonian with two mixed liquids,

Heff = −Jex
∑
〈ij〉

ηi · ηj + Jex
∑
〈ij〉

Si · Sj − t
∑
〈ij〉σ

[
Pid

†
iσdjσPj + P̄id

†
iσdjσP̄j

]
, (2)

where P = n↑n↓ + (1 − n↑)(1 − n↓) projects to the doublon and holon subspace

spanned by {|↑, ↓〉, |0〉} and 1 − P = P̄. In the first term, we have defined the η

pseudospins as follows:

η+i = ηxi + iηyi = (−1)id†i↑d
†
i↓ = η−†

i ,

ηzi =
1

2
(ni − 1) .

(3)
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The doublon–holon exchange interaction.

η± is essentially a staggered superconducting pairing field, while ηz measures the

local charge density fluctuation. This term describes an attraction between doublons

and holons and only locally acts on the doublon–holon subspace. It can be associated

with a virtual process involving the creation of singlon states, see Fig. 2. On the

other hand, the local spin angular momentum operator Sμ
i = 1

2
d†iασ

μ
αβdjβ only acts

on the singlon subspace {|↑〉, |↓〉}. The second term is simply the superexchange

interaction between two neighboring sites. The third term describes the exchange

of neighboring singlon and doublon–holon states. This model is a generalization of

the t–J model in equilibrium and its general properties can be difficult to extract.

One may exclude a coherent superposition of singlon and doublon–holon states at

the same site, and in the large coupling U � t limit, the system should exhibit the

demixing of doublon–holon and singlon liquids, which are dominated by doublon–

holon pairing (ηi ·ηj) and antiferromagnetic correlations (Si ·Sj), respectively. For

a large population of doublon–holon pairs, the system should thus exhibit enhanced

η-pairing and even an η-paired phase with nonzero order parameter 〈ηx,y〉, i.e., a

nonzero staggered superconducting pairing field.

3. The η-Paired Hidden Phase

To study the quantitative properties of the photodoped state, we use nonequilib-

rium dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) to examine the excited Hubbard model

on a Bethe lattice with infinite coordination number. A strong-coupling expansion

limited to the lowest order (noncrossing approximation) is used to solve the asso-

ciated Anderson impurity model. With phonon coupling, the system driven by a

chirped electric pulse shows a significantly enhanced η-pairing susceptibility.28 Fur-

thermore, with an evaporative cooling protocol, one can reach a cold photodoped

state, allowing for a fast formation of the η-paired phase.31

A more systematic study can be carried out through a bath-coupling protocol.

By coupling the Hubbard lattice to two separate fermion baths, one can simultane-

ously inject doublons and holons into the ground state of the system. The protocol

is illustrated in Fig. 3. As long as the bath coupling is small, the physical proper-

ties of the state should be minimally affected. On the other hand, due to the small

recombination rate of charge excitations, a weak bath coupling suffices to produce

a large amount of doublons and holons in the system.
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Fig. 3. (Color online) The bath-doping protocol.

Specifically, we consider a bath coupling of the form

Hcoupl = g
∑
iασ

(c†iασdiσ + h.c.) +
∑
iασ

εαc
†
iασciασ , (4)

with semielliptic densities of states for the baths D(ω) ∝
√

1− (ω − Vs)2/W 2 of

bandwidth 2W = 4t. Two fermionic baths s = U,L are considered with VU = U/2

and VL = −U/2. The chemical potential μU = −μL and the bath temperature Tb

can be changed to implicitly control the density of doublon–holon pairs (measured

by double occupancy d = n↑n↓) and effective temperature of doublon–holon liquid

Teff . The spectral function and occupation is shown for increasing chemical potential

μU in Fig. 4. In practice, Teff is measured by fitting the distribution function f(ω) =

− ImG<(ω)/2 ImGr(ω) at the two effective Fermi surfaces of the doublon and holon

separately.

With Γ = g2/W 2 = 0.1, one can observe the emergence of a nonzero order

parameter 〈ηx〉 at about d ∼ 0.3, indicating the formation of an η-paired phase.

Moreover, this state is robust to a small next-to-nearest-neighbor hopping, which

corresponds to a frustration term for the η-order as shown in Fig. 5.

In general, various perturbations can reduce the observed η-paired phase. For

example, a next-to-nearest neighbor repulsion V
∑

〈ij〉 ninj may be translated to

a term 4V
∑

〈ij〉 η
z
i η

z
j in the effective model since ηz ∼ 1

2
(n − 1), modifying the η

exchange term to

−Jex(η
x
i η

x
j + ηyi η

y
j )− (Jex − 4V )ηzi η

z
j . (5)

When Jex < 4V , this may reduce the η-pairing in the XY-plane while inducing a

charge–density–wave instability. It is also possible to reach a super-solid phase with
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Photodoped states created through bath-coupling. The gray-shaded curve
is the density of states of the fermion baths. By changing chemical potential, one obtains different
density of states (red curve, from light to dark) and occupation (blue curve, from light to dark).
The chemical potential is from μU = 3.0 to μU = 6.0 with stepsize 0.2. Note that μU = −μL.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Evolution of η-order under rising double occupancy. A small next-to-nearest
neighbor hopping t1 reduces the η-order.

the coexistence of the two orders. On the other hand, this repulsion reduces the

trend of the system to form segregated doublon-rich and holon-rich regions, which

should be beneficial to the η-paired phase.

On the other hand, the electron–phonon interaction may help cooling the

doublon–holon liquid, which favors the paired phase, but can also give rise to

an effective retarded attraction between electrons, which may favor the spatial

separation of doublons and holons. The final fate of the η-paired phase is therefore

expected to depend on the details of the model.
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4. Optical Response of the η-Paired Phase

The η-paired phase features nonzero staggered pairing order 〈ηx + iηy〉 =

(−1)i〈c†↑c
†
↓〉. However, to confirm that it is truly a superconducting state, it remains

to be clarified how it couples to electromagnetic fields as well as the resulting optical

response that is experimentally detectable. Indeed, the η-condensate is essentially

a Bose–Einstein condensate of the doublon–holon liquid. It has been argued that,

due to the fact that its excitation spectrum is of ferromagnetic nature,32 the 2D

η-condensate should not exhibit superfluidity.

To see the coupling of the η-condensate to electromagnetic fields, it is instructive

to note that, under the Peierls substitution,

d†iσ → ei
∫

Ri dr·Ad†iσ ,

η±i → e±2i
∫

Ri dr·Aη±i ,
(6)

which gives the minimal extension of the Hamiltonian Eq. (2) with a gauge-invariant

coupling to classical electromagnetic fields. This should be qualitatively correct at

least for slowly varying and weak electric field. Under fast and strong electromag-

netic driving, the model parameters such as Jex should also be renormalized.33 In

the special case where A is constant both in time and space, the above substitu-

tion is formally equivalent to the Peierls substitution in (1). This case is relevant

to the superconducting optical response since a constant A can be viewed as an

electric pulse satisfying A = −
∫
dtE(t) at infinite past. Hence, the η exchange term

becomes

−2Jex
∑
〈ij〉

e2iφijη+i η
−
j + . . . , (7)

where φij is the Peierls phase. In the symmetry-broken phase with nonzero η-order,

this term contributes a current component j = δH/δA ≈ −4Jexη
2A, in which a

mean-field decoupling is assumed. This is the superconducting current associated

with the η-condensate. The superconducting Drude weight is D = 4Jexη
2 ∝ η2/U .

In the following, we show the optical conductivity σ(ω) = χjj(ω)/(ω + i0+)

in the DMFT solution, where χjj ≡ δj/δA is the current correlation function.34

As the double occupancy d increases, a broad Drude peak gradually grows out of

the equilibrium Mott insulating gap. At large photodoping, a significant negative

optical conductivity develops for frequency ω ∼ U in Fig. 6. This negative optical

conductivity can be explained by the population of doublons and holons: under a

resonant probe pulse, charge recombination (doublon–holon recombination) may

occur and release energy back to the driving force, resulting in negative “Joule

heating.” It can be seen that the calculated optical conductivity satisfies the f -sum

rule
∫
dωσ(ω) = −πEK/4.

When the system enters the η-paired phase, an ideal Drude peak, i.e., a delta

function peak πDδ(ω), appears in Reσ, see Fig. 7. This confirms the zero-resistivity

effect. On the other hand, the 1/ω divergence appears in the imaginary part of
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Optical conductivity obtained from DMFT. The chemical potential rises
from μU = 3.0 to μU = 5.4 with stepsize 0.4 (from blue to red). The resulting double occupancy
is from d ≈ 0.11 to d ≈ 0.41.
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Fig. 7. (Color online) The emergence of a SC Drude weight D = χjj(0) and test of the f -sum
rule.

the conductivity, imposed by analyticity. Furthermore, this behavior corresponds

to χjj(0) �= 0, which implies London’s equation j = −DA consistent with the

analytical result. Thus, we have also confirmed the Meissner effect in the η-paired

phase. The scaling D ∝ 〈η〉2/U has also been numerically confirmed.28

5. Conclusion

In this conference paper, we have discussed a ubiquitous phenomenon in the pho-

toinduced dynamics of Mott insulators: photodoping. An ultrafast laser pulse can

quickly create charge excitations, which take orders of magnitudes longer time to

decay. The relative long-livedness of charge excitations permits an approximate

treatment of the excited Mott insulator in the prethermal time regime, where the

intraband thermalization of the excess doublons and holons has taken place, while
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the charge recombination and full thermalization still require much longer times.

In this regime, it is argued that a novel superconducting phase can form due to the

intrinsic doublon–holon pairing mechanism. This effect may be enhanced or sup-

pressed by other perturbations and interactions in a realistic system. The interplay

between the η-pairing mechanism and multiple local orbitals as well as nontrivial

band topology can be a promising subject reserved for future studies.
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